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With the level of information at Modern society Increasing, Network technology
has been around every corner of life, Many Webbased applications are
increasingly developed and greatly facilitated people's work and life. Currently the
university take more and more attention to human resources, and has become
standard up the Alumni resource management.But the vast amounts of
information in the network does not provide required Alumni data systematically
and accurately. Therefore, the development of a webbased application about
Alumni management, to help schools to accurately grasp the Alumni information
and strengthen the feelings between Alumni or between Alumni and alma mater,
which become the current urgent problems.
   By researching the Alumni management of domestic and international, this
article analysis the importance of developing Alumni Management System. The
current structure of commonly used network applications model were introduced ,
and the technical features of ASP and ASPbased Alumni Management System
development work were analyzed in this article. It introduced the platform of the
system developed and the environment of software and hardware needed.
   This article introduces the general principles of requirements analysis,
describes detail the Alumni Management System functional requirements and
performance requirements, focusing on overall design and design aspects of
submodules to complete the system design.
   This article describes the principles of database design, has choosed the
database for the system, and has a structure design for the database, it describes
several key technologies of the system and system security issues has been
considered.
The Alumni Management System has achieved some good results in the













experience of design and system deficiencies, proposed the improvements to the
system.
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